Recently proposed partial conservation of the UO) current (PCU,C) is applied to estimate the decay rates of various OZI forbidden processes. The results obtained are in good agreement with experiments and thus indicate the important role played by the UO) axial-vector anomaly in these decay processes. Octet jP = } + baryons are next introduced into this scheme and low energy theorems related to the B dependence of the matrix elements are investigated. Physical but also 7J-> 7[+7[-7[0 decay2b) can be consistently resolved within the picture based on liN expanded QeD (N is the number of colors). The proposed model is described by the well-known nonlinear chiral Lagrangian supplemented with the terms corresponding to the kinetic term for a massless axial-vector ghost K,., and its coupling to the flavor singlet Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson.
In a recent paper, 1) we have taken a particular Lagrangian (including not only 7J mass problem 4 ), 5) but also 7J-> 7[+7[-7 [0 decay2b) can be consistently resolved within the picture based on liN expanded QeD (N is the number of colors). The proposed model is described by the well-known nonlinear chiral Lagrangian supplemented with the terms corresponding to the kinetic term for a massless axial-vector ghost K,., and its coupling to the flavor singlet Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson.
Although no actual derivation has yet been given in QeD for such terms, their presence in the effective Lagrangian is supported by several reasonings; possible important role of states with the nonvanishing topological number f d 4 X()i-' K,., (x) for the confinement,6)presence of the axial-vector anomaly in the singlet channel,7) and the spontaneous breakdown of chiral U(L)® U(L) symmetry in the large N limit 8 ) (L is the number of massless quark flavors). Also, it has recently been proved that, at the level of the effective Lagrangian approach, the existence of such an axial-vector ghost is in fact required as asymptotic field in order for the U(l) problem to be consistently resolved in QeD. 9 ) In Ref. 1), we have pointed out that the model can be used to calculate the decay rates for if; -> 7J( r;') y, and that the predicted rates are in reasonable agreement with experimental results. It is the purpose of the present paper to give further applications of this model and to find phenomenological evidences in support of our picture.
First let us briefly recapitulate the relevant results in Ref. 1) . Assuming *) Paper based on the preprint UT-Komaba 80- 15 (1980) . L= 3, the Lagrangian is described by the 3 X 3 unitary matrix field M, which transforms like (3,3*) under the chiral U(3)® U (3) and can be expressed by the nonet NG bosons appearing as a nonlinear realization of the chiral symmetry. In addition, there are terms representing the contribution from the anomaly in the flavor singlet channel:
Oa) (2) where Ff}v denotes gluonic field strength and papv = ~ cPVAo' F A a <5.
The canonical quantization of the system (1) can be carried out by introducing.a "gauge" fixing term . 
Physically the above relationship implies that the flavor singlet field contains a certain fraction of gluonic component.
It might be argued that in the soft regions the divergence of the current a" K"
is naturally dominated by soft operators, such as S, and thus the notion of the PCU IC itself may not reflect specific properties of the underlying QCD. This may indeed be the case. However, an important point of (4) is that in the present picture its coefficient is uniquely fixed and is given in terms of known parameters and thus, independently of such questions, one can test (4) by confronting its predictions with experiments.
This paper is organized as follows. In § 2, we use the PCU IC to evaluate the decay rates of various 021 forbiden processes. The results obtained are consistent with experiments. Predictions to r decays are also included here. In § 3, we introduce baryons in this scheme and derive, with the help of the PCU IC, the low energy theorems related to the e dependence of the physical matrix elements. Experimental consequences of the angle e are discussed in some detail and the bounds on e are estimated from two independent physical quantities, giving roughly e:s 10-(7-8). Section 4 is reserved for discussions and conclusions.
In particular, it is pointed out that the PCU IC relation should be modified in the presence of e and that our model is also consistent with the experiments on
As the first application of the PCU IC, we extend our previous estimation I) for the decay rates of <jJ --> 7J ( 7J') -y, by including various 02I forbidden processes ;11)
and r decays.
*) The contents of this section overlap with those of the paper by ]. M. Gerard, ]. Pestieau and J.Weyers(Phys. Letters 94B(l9S0),227), which came into our attention after the completion of our work. It will, therefore, be appropriate to make a few comments on the differences between two approaches.
Besides the difference of the numerical imputs for various parameters, we note that their A. does not vanish in the flavor 5[,(3) limit (8, =0), which we think rather unnatural. This is because they took the SU(3) asymmetric limit [quark mass ratios Mu/MdcFI and Mu(Md)/Ms«J] in their equation (6) whereas the S [C( 3) "yrnmeiric limit (Mu = Md = Ms) was actually taken in their Eqs. (J 0) and (II). In a standard picture, these processes proceed as follows ;IZ) -14) first the quarkantiquark state annihilates into a state consisting of gluons (and photons), and second gluons decay into hadronic states, which we restrict here to 7J, 7J' or 1[0 states (Fig. 1) . To a good approximation, these latter processes are, then, described by the matrix elements
which, according to the PCUIC relation (4) , are transformed into
The matrix elements (6) The absolute decay rates, on the other hand, cannot be determined without further dynamical imputs. We only note that recent computation of r( cj) --+ TjY) by N ovikov et al. l2 ) based on the QeD sum rules, when it is translated into our result, implies (12) consistent with the observation (74±15)eV . 15) In exactly the same way, one can estimate other decay ratios, the results of which are summarized in Table I . We see from Table I that the agreement of our results with experiments l5 ) is generally satisfactory. Here we have also included predictions for r decays. *) It should be recalled that our results for mixing angles 8i as well as various A's are all determined by the Lagrangian (1) and, besides F" and masses for pseudoscalar mesons, no other imput was introduced to fix these parameters. the decay ratios (as well as absolute decay rates) for ¢-> 1(7;', J[O)y will then suggest that the U(l) anomaly is in fact responsible for these decays. § 
where J' PS is the Lagrangian for nonet pseudoscalar mesons given by (1) . j ' BP describes baryons interacting with the no net mesons in the chiral symmetric way, while _[ B, which corresponds to the Quark mass terms in QeD, explicitly breaks chiral invariance and transforms like (3, 3*)EB(3*
) under SUL(3)@SUR(3).*)
Here Land R, defined by /lV! BJiVjt and JiVjt B/lV!, transform as (8,1) and (1, 8) , respectively, with B( == ~~~IB;)',) being the physical octet baryon matrix invariant under the chiral transformation. In (l3b), the chiral and flavor SU(3) invariant piece of the baryon mass is denoted by mB. By writing baryons in terms of three Quarks, we have fixed the coefficient of the last term in (l3c) as above so as to assure the OZI rule. 
The remaining parameters Do and Fo (and mB) cannot be determined from the baryon mass spectrum alone. In order to fix these coefficients, we expand _[ B in powers of I/F" and extract the interaction parts between mesons and nucleons, which break both chiral and flavor SU (3) invariance. In this manner, we find (18) According to the PCU!C (4), however, the r.h.s. of Eq. (18) is proportional to the 5-matrix with a" K,,( q) replaced by the flavor singlet field 5( q). Since a dependence of any physical quantity must disappear in the chiral limit, we obtain low energy theorems,4) (19) in the chiral limit. On the other hand, if we keep the chiral breaking terms, the l.h.s. of Eq. (18) no longer vanishes and thus a may have physical consequences.
In order to investigate these effects, we note that, in the presence of a, the Lagrangian (1) contains a term which is linear in 5. This can be easily seen by eliminating a"K" from Eq. (1). As is well known this is an indication that the vacuum is not stable. To find the correct vacuum for a,*-0, we shift 5 and 7[8 (due to its mixing with 5) with a condition that no linear term in NG bosons should remain in (1)' for the shifted fields 5' and 7[s':
Obviously, this is equivalent to rotating the matrix field M so as to minimize the where for the numerical evaluation use has been made of Eqs. (9), (14) and (17).
Notice that, as we already mentioned below Eqs. (16a, b), the last curly bracket factor in Eq. (21b) is proportional to non-strange quark mass Mu( = Md), while (2 mK 2 ~ m,/) is proportional to the strange quark mass Ms. Hence g' vanishes if any of the quark masses is zero. This is consistent with the fact that all physical effects of e should disappear in the limit of chiral U(1) symmetry.
We also note that g' (andDo and Fo) is rather sensitive to LlaKN and Lla"N due to their large coefficients [see Eqs. (16a, b) ]. For example, if we take LlaKN = ~ 0.05m;;t, g' is equal to 0.038. Thus we find that, within experimental uncertainties, our results for g' is not inconsistent with that due to erewther et al. 22) (See also Note added.)
There is another related quantity of physical interest; that is the electric dipole moment of the neutron Dn. In Ref. For this purpose, let us define (22) where IF> is the one neutron state with momentum F. In the soft q limit, we then find (23) where k is the momentum of photon. If, on the other hand, the PCU IC relation (4) is substituted in Eq. (22) 
where js(x) == (0 + ms
)S(x).
It is now clear that the r.h.s. of Eq. (24) is related to the photo-soft S production amplitude, which, in the standard notation of CGLN ,23) can be expanded as (22) and (23) with Eqs. (24) and (25) and expressing S in terms of T) and T)', we find (26) which is our desired result. This also becomes zero in the chiral U(1) limit owing to the low energy theorems (19) .
Unfortunately, because of the limited data for photo-T) and T)' productions at threshold, we are unable to make reliable estimations even for the relevant (onthe-mass-shell) amplitudes A YQ and AH'. For a rough estimate, however, we assume that the AH amplitude [the coefficient function of MA] dominates Eq. (25) and neglect the contribution from other amplitudes altogether. Also neglected is the contribution from photo-lJ' production process. Under these very crude approximations, we find ~ 1 X 10- 
We note that our numerical result (27) is somewhat small compared with other estimates. 22 ) However, because of many approximations involved, we do not think there is any serious discrepancy between our result and other estimates for Dn.
The bound on 8 obtained from (27) is found to be
whereas a less severe bound (29) is given from (21a) and (21b). The latter bound is obtained on the basis of the observation of parity violating effects in nuclear interactions,25) giving 
. Concluding remarks
We have investigated physical effects of the PCUIC relation. One may argue that the ghost terms in (1) can be eliminated from the Lagrangian at the very beginning.
2 ) The mass of S then becomes ms and all physical results concerning nonet mesons can be obtained without these terms. However, as we have demonstrated, the term ()" KI-' plays an important role in a variety of other processes through the PCU IC relation.
We note that similar gluonic excitations may exist in QCD for other channels of different spin and parity. Thus it may be equally important to know whether or not the mixing of OJ and ¢;, for instance, can be consistently explained in QCD in terms of such gluonic modes. 26 ) In § 3, we have first eliminated a I-' KI-' in terms of S and obtained, in the presence of small non-zero 8, the VEV's of the fields Sand JrB. Actually the field a I-' KI-' also may acquire a non-vanishing VEV and thus should be shifted:
By minimizing the vacuum energy 10 the Lagrangian with 8 * 0 
which should be compared with experimental results l5 ) l.9: l.0 : l.3. In conclusion, we point out that it is quite interesting that we have a consistent picture on the U(l) problem and on the related physical processes based on the PCU IC relation.
